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Brief Introduction:Craig Robertson  Lecturer in the School of Applied Business here at Unitec.  I teach on the BBS  in management and HR and I’m currently developing courses for the Leadership and Advanced HR specialisations for the new Masters in Applied Business  we are commencing next year. For my presentation I’ll start with some context for this question, look at some recent HRNZ survey results,  briefly discuss that NZ HR professionals need to do better in using their people data and note that internationally it’s a fast growing field called workforce analytics.  Leads then to what I would like to research and cover off briefly an example  I would use, literature review and methodology for the research. 



The Evolving Role of HR Today

Source: bcg.com
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Covid-19  focused attention on HR – providing advice to the CEO and executive teams on everything from policies for pandemic, health & safety policies and protocols, staff wellbeing through to leadership  support and advice on business restructuring, reskilling staff, redundancies,  staff engagement, new organisational design, remote working  and more.  It’s been full on.Covid related issues continue to dominate the agenda as can be seen by the key priority focus areas for the future as noted by NZ HR professionals in their September 2020 survey - see the next slide.The HR focus has traditionally  been on the people to improve organisational performance. Less focused on data. You can still see this in the survey results.That’s fine but there is, from my perspective a big downside and that is that HR professionals are slower to evolve to a data driven focus to improve performance. You can clearly see this in the HRNZ results as well.HR professionals need to do more with their workforce data. 



What factors are driving change for HR professionals? 

Automation of HR Processes

Changing Employer/Employee relationship

Diversity of workforce

Self Service options for HR Services

People data in decision making

Faster rate of change

Technology impacting on work

Distributed workforce

War for talent

Social obligations on Employers

Social media expansion

8th

Source: Human Resources Institute New Zealand, 
HRNZ Quick Survey The Future of HR, September 
2020
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History/Emergence of field -Why should this be higher than it is here?  Is this capability in workforce analytics  important to HR professionals? – not very much as shown. Why? SMEs – NZ small businesses so easy to be across talent, easy to find talent.  Not so compelling to create competitive advantage through analytics.Of the top 11 factors driving change for HR professionals people data in decision-making was only rated 8th.



What are the most important capabilities for future success? 

Source: Human Resources Institute New Zealand, 
HRNZ Quick Survey The Future of HR, September 
2020

Empathy

Lead, influence, drive change

Create bespoke HR solutions

Big picture thinking

Human-centred design

Relationship building

Commercial acumen

Resilience

Data analysis

Using technology

Holistic approach to wellbeing

8th
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History/Emergence of field -Why should this be higher than it is here?  Is this capability in workforce analytics  important to HR professionals? – not very much as shown. Of the top 11 factors driving change for HR professionals people data in decision-making was only rated 8th.



Where are HR professionals currently strong? 

Source: Human Resources Institute New Zealand, 
HRNZ Quick Survey The Future of HR, September 
2020

Empathy

Lead, influence, drive change

Create bespoke HR solutions

Big picture thinking

Human-centred design

Relationship building

Commercial acumen

Resilience

Data analysis

Using technology

Holistic approach to wellbeing

8th
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History/Emergence of field -Why should this be higher than it is here?  Is this capability in workforce analytics  important to HR professionals? – not very much as shown. HR professionals own view of their current strengths of the 11 future capabilities shows Data Analysis as 8th.  Note also commercial acumen is noted as the weakest.So HR professionals have already given me the answer.  Data Analysis is way less important to them. They do not see the potential and opportunities data analytic capability presents for them. I need to show them the business results – international data supporting the importance of developing these skills so they are not left behind by other disciplines.



“HR professionals must be able to translate the 
right data and/or information into valuable 
insights” Kryscynski et al, 2018

Source: Accenture
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History/Emergence of field -Why is  this capability in workforce analytics  important to HR professionals? HR professionals need:Abilities to perform analysesTo identify appropriate data and informationAbility to translate  results into understandable and actionable insights for managers In summary “HR professionals must be able to translate the right data and/or information into valuable insights” Kryscynski et alHow do we test for level of HR professionals  analytical capabilities?  LAMP framework (Boudreau and Ramstad (2007):Logic/Analytics/Measures/Process.Lamp framework maps closely top analytical capabilities of HR managers conceptualized by Becker, Huselid, and Ulrich (2001). 



Workforce Analytics Defined

Workforce analytics uses workforce data 
to improve decision making about the 
workforce and create value for business 
(Huselid, 2018).
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Real power is not in the descriptive power but is the  predictive analytics: identifying concerning trends or issues on the horizon that others may not see or recognise.  This ability to “read the tea leaves” through superior data analysis abilities may male them particularly valuable at helping the organisation identify and avert issues in advance.



Research Purpose
• Investigate whether analytical capabilities among NZ HR 

professionals lead to enhanced performance. 

• Determine the NZ organisations workforce analytics 
maturity level. 

• Determine the HR professionals current analytical capability. 

• Compare the organisations workforce analytics maturity 
level with organisational performance.
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Determine the organisation’s workforce analytics maturity level as identified by the HR professionalDetermine the HR professional’s current analytical capability  as self identifiedGood to be able to use 360 – line managers viewsCompare the organisation’s workforce analytics maturity level with organisational performance (industry performance benchmarks/annual reports for publicly listed companies) Note; consider factors such as hi-tech firms vs low tech, Financial services-insurance/banks vs manufacturing.Use previous bullet point as proxy for establishing the positive relationship between higher level of analytical capability and enhanced performance.Ideal data would be from an Aotearoa New Zealand broad  sample of HR professionals from HRNZ members to provide a high level of “cross-context generalizability”.Limitations: Will not have access to individual performance ratings and may only have limited access to individual firm financial performance data if not publicly listed. Aotearoa New Zealand SMEs are small compared to US/UK firms so less likely to have even strong general HR capabilities. Sample needs to include hi tech and low tech firms, those likely to have analytical capabilities already, e.g financial services, e.g. banks, those likely to have HR teams including analysts vs smaller organisations (less than 1000 staff).   Covid-19 has forced more firms to accelerate their online business and sales capability (e.g. our own anecdotal evidence from Rosebank Business Association). Many of our small to medium businesses have not been digitally savvy.  They were caught out and have been keen to catch up.



Source: Forbes
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Bersin by Deloitte research conducted in 2013  (Forbes Oct 7, 2013 Big Data in HR; A world of haves and Have-Nots60% of surveyed 480 large organisations were “investing in big data and analytics tools to help make their HR departments more data-driven” but…“Only 4% have achieved the capability to perform “predictive analytics” about their workforce.  For example understanding the drivers of performance and retention, using statistics to decide who to hire, analysing  how pay correlates to performance, etc.Only 14% have done any significant “statistical analysis” of employee data at all.What are the rest doing?Dealing with reporting.  These remaining 84% are still dealing with  data management  and reporting challenges, trying to get  out from under the burden of ad-hoc reports to deliver standard operational metrics.The Analytics leaders gain tremendous returns: Stock market returns are 30% higher than the S&P 500Twice as likely to deliver high impact recruiting solutionsLeadership pipelines are 2.5X healthierHR teams are four times more likely to be respected by their business counterparts for their data-driven decision-making, giving them true potential to help change the business”Bersin results – the compelling story. Sustained profit increases based on high maturity levels.  But only 14% of businesses surveyed could be classified as at the high levels (levels 3&4).Well understood internationally now. Workforce analytics is  the fastest growing HR function  - “most likely to impact how organisations hire, develop and retain their workforces in 2020” David Green, Insight 222, 19.08.2020). Analytical ability increases individual performance4 reasons why this is so; 1. HR professionals with higher analytical abilities likely use their analytical skills to make better business decisions2. Leveraging insights from data may make HR professional more influential in creating momentum toward needed changes3. Abilities to use and interpret data and information allow HR professionals to discover new insights that other HR professionals may not see4. Analytical ability allows HR professionals to better communicate and coordinate with other numbers-driven functions such as FinanceNote Bersin updated this to a new maturity model for Analytics in April 2020:Level 1 : Trusted Reporting and AlertsLevel 2: Management Insights and ActionLevel 3: Productivity and Work redesignLevel 4: AI- Enabled Action Platforms



Literature Review 

• EBSCO/Emerald/Google Scholar
• Extensive internationally
• Very limited locally
• Conclusion: In business magazines. Not much relevant in 

the Australian/New Zealand academic literature.
• There is a clear gap in the New Zealand literature.
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Workforce Analytics is an emerging area of academic research.Searched EBSCO Business Database, Emerald Database and Google Scholar: Key words: Workforce Analytics/HR Analytics/People Analytics/HR professionals/HR Capabilities/Competencies.  Limited search to 2012-2020  as aware of  international research on workforce analytics prior to 2012 but wanted more recent research.Local articles; consulting firms (Deloitte) who have offered workforce analytical capabilities for clients for a number of years. Seek HR – analytic jobs in NZ- evidence role is understood and required. Also looked specifically at Australia because of poor results in New Zealand.  EBSCO/Emerald   again not much that was relevant.



Methodology 

• Survey Questionnaires:
• Data Analytics Maturity Model
• HR Professional Data Analytics Capability

• Sample of HR professionals from Human Resources New 
Zealand.  Across Industries/low tech- hi tech/small-large.

• Quantitative and
• Qualitative  (structured interviews)
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Survey Questionnaire of a broad  sample of HR professionals from HRNZ members Aotearoa New Zealand to provide a high level of “cross-context generalizability”.Survey questionnaire to determine organisation’s workforce analytics maturity model levelSurvey questionnaire to determine HR professional’s current analytical capabilityCompare each organisation’s workforce analytics maturity level with organisational performance (industry performance benchmarks/annual reports for publicly listed companies) Note; consider factors such as hi-tech firms vs low tech, Financial services-insurance/banks vs manufacturingUse bullet point 3 above as proxy for establishing the positive relationship between higher level of anaLimitations: Will not have access to individual performance ratings and may only have limited access to individual firm financial performance data if not publicly listed. Aotearoa New Zealand SMEs are small compared to US/UK firms so less likely to have even strong general HR capabilities. Sample needs to include hi tech and low tech firms, those likely to have analytical capabilities already, e.g financial services, e.g. banks, those likely to have HR teams including analysts vs smaller organisations (less than 1000 staff).   Context is also critical; if you have sufficient HR data, analytical support tools and appropriate embedded processes to incorporate insights form HR analytics then you benefit from having higher individual analytical abilitiesHi tech firms expect HR professionals to be able to develop meaningful HR related insights from rigorous quantitative analysis of HR and related information. So there is a stronger positive relationship between analytical ability and individual performance in Hi tech firms.Firms that are engaged already in workforce analytics will have a stronger positive relationship between analytical ability and individual performance



Questions

Source: HR in Asia
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